
Specifications

Article number WGX-TOY-TROOP

Price Price starts from €120,-

Dimensions Width: mm
Height: mm

Suitable for Toyota - Toyota Land Cruiser Series 78 Troop Carrier
Toyota - Toyota Land Cruiser Series 75 Troop Carrier
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Add-on: window guard
for the gullwing glass

By equipping a robust and reliable window guard

specifically designed for the gullwing window of

your Toyota Land Cruiser Series 78 Troop Carrier,

you not only enhance the aesthetic appeal of your

vehicle but also ensure optimal protection and

security for the precious glass.



Add-on: window guard for the gullwing glass

Designed exclusively for off-road enthusiasts, Explore Glazing's window guard for your Toyota Troop
Carrier's gullwing window is purpose-built to elevate your off-road experience. Acting as a formidable
shield, it provides an extra layer of defense against potential hazards encountered during thrilling
adventures. This rugged accessory effectively safeguards your gullwing window from rocks, branches,
and debris, ensuring its integrity remains intact throughout your journey.

Crafted with durability as the foremost priority, the window guard is meticulously constructed using
high-quality materials that can withstand the demanding conditions of off-road terrains. Its robust
design seamlessly integrates with the existing aesthetics of your gullwing window, preserving its
functionality while elevating its security features to new heights.

No matter the rugged trails you traverse or the untamed wilderness you explore, the window guard
stands as a steadfast barrier, ensuring the protection of your gullwing window. By installing this
essential accessory, you can fully immerse yourself in the excitement of off-road adventures, confident
that your glass remains shielded from potential damage.

Gear up for your next off-road expedition with your Toyota Troop Carrier, and equip your gullwing
window with this reliable and trustworthy window guard. Enjoy the freedom of exploring the great
outdoors with absolute peace of mind, knowing that your glass is fortified against the elements that
come your way.

The window guard boasts exceptional craftsmanship, constructed from a 3 mm aluminum plate that
exhibits remarkable strength and resilience. Its industrial black powder coating, matching the Explore
Glazing window, enhances both its durability and visual appeal. With a sleek and timeless color finish
in RAL9005, it seamlessly integrates into the overall aesthetics of your Toyota Troop Carrier, further
enhancing its rugged allure.

Choose the window guard for your Toyota Troop Carrier's gullwing window, and embark on your off-
road adventures with confidence, knowing that your glass is safeguarded with uncompromising
strength and style.

The window guard for the gullwing window is available for both the gullwing glass version
front and rear side.
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Installation

We will install the window guard on the glass for you when you place a simultaneous order for a
gullwing.
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